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a b s t r a c t 

As states replace diesel school buses with electric ones, utilities will want to control charging schedules 

to capture potential benefits on the grid and avoid all buses charging at the same time, adding a large 

electric load. Vehicle-to-grid (V2G) services can provide more grid stability and reduced carbon dioxide 

emissions than simple controlled charging systems, yet the grid impacts of V2G school buses have not 

been modeled using realistic school bus schedules. This paper develops a methodology for simulating the 

effect of managed charging of electric school buses on peak shaving in the state of North Carolina using 

V2G interactions and DC fast chargers to determine potential emissions reductions by minimizing peak 

load periods. The V2G-Sim model is used to manage fleet-wide charging, while minimizing peak gener- 

ation of electricity on the grid and flattening the load curve under different battery capacities, charger 

power ratings, and fleet sizes. Historic annual peak hours are examined to determine the feasibility of 

reducing generation capacity, and the daily peak hours are examined to determine the potential peak 

shaving and subsequent avoided emissions. The results demonstrate that at full electric school bus re- 

placement, 14,0 0 0 V2G buses can aggregate and shift 2.6 GWh in North Carolina, avoiding up to 1,130 t 

of carbon dioxide emissions per day, assuming decreased dependence on natural gas peaker plants. An 

additional 1,500 t of CO 2 can be avoided by replacing diesel-powered buses compared to the 320,0 0 0 t 

total daily CO 2 emissions from all activities in North Carolina. Additional emissions are avoided by the re- 

placement of diesel buses with electric buses. The largest greenhouse gas emission benefit is the replace- 

ment of diesel with electric school buses, and the ability to shave peak loads is maximized on weekend 

days in the winter. The model can be used by researchers, the utility, and states as these entities evaluate 

the environmental and operational grid benefits of a V2G school bus program. 

© 2021 Institution of Chemical Engineers. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

The electric vehicle (EV) market is growing in the United States, 

s costs decrease and vehicle driving ranges increase. Utilities are 

nvestigating controlled charging as a means to mitigate the im- 

acts EV growth will have on electricity demand ( Steward, 2017 ). 

ontrolled charging can come in the form of unidirectional vehicle- 

o-grid (V1G) charging or bidirectional (V2G) charging and dis- 

harging. V2G allows vehicle batteries to act as storage of excess 

enewable energy or low-cost fossil fuel energy that can be dis- 

atched as necessary to offset steep ramps or high peaks in the 

oad ( Steward, 2017 ). This form of managed and controlled smart 

harging can reduce the volatility of unidirectional charging and 

ay provide benefits to the grid operators in the form of cost sav- 
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ngs, reduced greenhouse gas emission reductions, or operational 

fficiency. However, the extent to which V2G benefits match with 

xisting vehicle schedules and overall school bus fleet behavior re- 

ains a gap in study and implementation. 

Public school bus fleets represent strong candidates for pi- 

ot V2G programs due to their limited route distances and pre- 

ictable travel schedules compared to other fleets or consumer ve- 

icle patterns. School buses are often stationary at key hours for 

rid stabilization, namely midday and early evening peaks, which 

atch with electric grid demand. Additionally, the fact that a sin- 

le school district owns and operates dozens of buses means that 

he process of electrifying the entire school bus fleet poses fewer 

bstacles than electrifying all consumer vehicles in the state man- 

ged across multiple jurisdictions. 

Several states have already begun to purchase electric school 

uses with funds allocated for various clean energy projects. Mas- 

achusetts developed an electric school bus pilot program to de- 
reserved. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.spc.2021.11.029
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/spc
mailto:kittner@unc.edu
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.spc.2021.11.029
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Nomenclature 

t time 

i vehicle 

netload electrical load ± the (dis)charging load 

P max maximum charging power for vehicle i 

SOC max maximum state of charge for vehicle i 

SOC init initial state of charge for vehicle i 

C i 
t battery consumption of vehicle i at time t 

EF peak emission factor of fuel used during peak 

L orig original electrical load 

T peak,i time at which peak shaving begins 

EF diesel emission factor of a diesel bus 

T number of time intervals in model 

V number of vehicles in model 

P charge,i the power (dis)charged for vehicle i 

P min maximum discharging power for vehicle i 

SOC min minimum state of charge for vehicle i 

SOC final final state of charge for vehicle i 

E i battery capacity of vehicle i 

E red daily reduced emissions 

L opt optimized electrical load 

T peak,f time at which peak shaving ends 

FE diesel fuel economy of a diesel bus 

loy and track three buses ( Sears et al., 2018 ). The program was

esigned to test reliability and costs over a one year period. 

hile the program did not test V2G bidirectional charging ser- 

ices, it concluded that revenue from V2G would be necessary to 

each a break-even point prior to the end of the bus’s useful life 

 Sears et al., 2018 ). The corresponding report also notes that a part-

ership with the utility is essential to a successful V2G program. 

revious studies have focused on the economic feasibility of elec- 

ric school buses as this has been the primary barrier to integrating 

hem into fleets. Yet, without managed and bidirectional charging 

omponents, economic barriers have been high thus far. Noel and 

cCormack conclude that electric buses cannot be cost-effective 

ithout V2G services and without considering the health benefits 

 Noel and McCormack, 2014 ). 

Seeking to overcome these previous economic challenges in 

lectric bus deployment and improve infrastructure capability in 

he U.S., the Biden administration has set a goal that “all new 

merican-built buses be zero-emissions by 2030”, a goal that will 

e accelerated “by converting all 50 0,0 0 0 [U.S.] school buses... to 

ero emissions” ( Biden, 2020 ). The plan does not explicitly re- 

er to electric-powered zero-emission school buses, leaving room 

or alternative low-carbon vehicle technologies. Hydrogen fuel cells 

ay be another option for buses since hydrogen is considered a 

ero-emission fuel although the majority of upstream hydrogen 

roduction is converted from natural gas ( U.S. Department of En- 

rgy 2020 ). Given that electric bus manufacturers are already es- 

ablished in the U.S., and electricity is pervasive, hydrogen buses 

ay be an unlikely choice without significant added infrastruc- 

ure investment. Therefore, electric buses may be grid-ready, and 

his study assesses the charging profile compatibility with typical 

chool schedules. Additional motivations for this study are outlined 

n the sections that follow. 

.1. Health Benefits 

There are major health benefits to switching from diesel- 

owered vehicles to electric school buses in terms of mobile 

ources of air pollution. Public school buses often operate with 

iesel fuel, which produces high amounts of particulate matter and 
317 
reenhouse gas emissions. Particulate concentrations have been 

ound to be 5–15 times higher inside of school buses than concen- 

rations surrounding the vehicle ( Wargo et al., 2002 ). These fumes 

uch as NOx, SOx, VOC and CO increase the risk of asthma, can- 

er, cardiovascular issues, and developmental harm to the students 

nd drivers ( U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 2009 ). Electric 

uses do not emit particulate matter from the exhaust into the 

ehicle and are therefore safer for the passengers and those in 

roximity of the school ( Wargo et al., 2002 ). For children under- 

oing early adult development, it is best to avoid particulate mat- 

er exposure to minimize unintended long-term debilitating ef- 

ects of exposure to harmful diesel pollution. Recent studies have 

inked asthma, exacerbated cardiopulmonary effects, heart disease, 

nd stroke to early life chronic exposure to diesel fumes and 

ombustion. 

.2. Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

With increased attention on reducing greenhouse gas emissions 

o deal with climate change, cross-sectoral approaches such as 

lectrifying transportation have been identified as “win-win” op- 

ortunities to utilize higher shares of electricity in the energy sec- 

or, where renewable and low-carbon electricity options provide 

ow-cost power supply. The carbon intensity of transportation has 

ot decreased in the US as rapidly as electric power, and there- 

ore opportunities that could be mutually beneficial for energy and 

ransportation are needed. Additionally, greenhouse gas emissions 

rom the transportation sector are reduced as the penetration of 

Vs increases due to the replacement of internal combustion en- 

ines in school buses. Replacing diesel with electric buses offsets 

ven more emissions than the replacement of gasoline-powered 

ehicles because diesel combustion emits 13% more CO 2 than gaso- 

ine combustion ( The International Council on Clean Transportation 

019 ). It is important to note, however, that some of these emis- 

ions are merely transferred to the electricity sector if the vehi- 

les charge with electricity generated from fossil fuels. For this rea- 

on, clean electricity generation and storage solutions are needed 

o fully mitigate greenhouse gas emissions from both the trans- 

ortation and electricity sector as a net-zero emission strategy 

 Kittner et al., 2021 ). 

Emissions from the electricity sector come from the combustion 

f fossil fuels which is highest during peak demand hours from the 

ost polluting power plants that operate on the margin ( N.C. Sus- 

ainable Energy Association 2015 ). Natural gas peaker plants and 

oal plants are utilized to meet demands above the base load due 

o their flexibility and low costs. To reduce electricity emissions, 

atteries can be charged with low-carbon resources such as nu- 

lear or solar and discharged strategically to shave peaks and mit- 

gate ramps in the load ( Arbabzadeh et al., 2019 ). 

.3. Grid Optimization and Stability 

North Carolina ranks second in the nation in installed solar gen- 

ration capacity and is continually adding more capacity ( U.S. En- 

rgy Information Administration 2019 ). Solar power is intermittent 

nd therefore requires other, flexible generation such as storage to 

aintain stability. Electric school buses have large batteries that 

re stationary most of the day during the school year and all day 

uring the weekend and summer months, and therefore can po- 

entially stabilize solar if their contribution can scale. 

V2G turns electric vehicles into dispatchable storage assets for 

he electric grid offering optimization of the load because batteries 

an be used to redistribute the load from the peak (peak shaving) 

o the trough. When the total load is flattened, less power genera- 

ion capacity is needed to meet the demand. 
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It will be important for school bus operators and planners to 

nderstand the potential benefits of a transition to electric school 

uses, and test the hypothesis of whether the benefits of managed 

nd controlled electric school bus charging outweigh uncontrolled 

us charging. It is also helpful for grid operators to understand 

ow electric school bus deployments will affect overall system- 

ide load profiles and peak coincident demand for electricity. This 

tudy is the first study to simulate a total school buses fleet’s typ- 

cal operating schedule and the impact of operations and managed 

harging on electric grid emissions as an electric storage resource. 

. Literature Review 

There are limited examples of actively managed V2G programs 

n the United States, therefore quantified impacts are based on 

imulation models. The intention of this study is to develop a 

ethodology to quantify the grid and environmental impacts of 

lectric school buses and asses the impact of the extent to which 

lectric school bus fleets offer mutually beneficial advantages for 

lectric grid operators and school route transportation. A num- 

er of other studies have used models to demonstrate the peak- 

having benefits of energy storage including V2G with private con- 

umer vehicles and transit buses. However, private vehicles and 

ransit operators have unique conditions that may reduce the ad- 

antages of a managed school bus fleet. To our knowledge, no pre- 

ious studies have modeled the impacts of an electrified school 

us fleet which could provide the most stable and predictable peak 

having based on typical school bus behavior. 

A related case study to the one presented is conducted by 

ellik et al. who describe the grid benefits of public transit buses 

n Austin, Texas ( Wellik et al., 2021 ). The paper assesses the abil-

ty for V2G transportation systems to respond to utility operational 

hallenges in utilizing renewable energy sources. The authors find 

hat V2G services can provide an additional 2% of emissions reduc- 

ions compared to uncontrolled charging of electric buses. Another 

ase study of transit buses is presented by Mohamed et al. who 

imulate the charging demand of electric transit buses in Belleville, 

ntario ( Mohamed et al., 2017 ). This case study focuses on the 

mpacts of uncontrolled charging on the grid by comparing uni- 

irectional charging infrastructure with various power ratings. The 

odel presented determines the charging demand from a fleet of 

ransit buses based on energy consumption from daily routes and 

utputs a load profile resulting from uncontrolled charging. The 

onclusion is that fast-charging is the optimal infrastructure for a 

ransit bus fleet to have the lowest impact on the grid. However, 

ith school bus routes, the schedules are often fixed in a way that 

ould benefit peak charging—when solar electricity generation in- 

reases in the middle of the day, the buses are often parked. Sec- 

ndly, the buses can act as controlled storage after school-bus af- 

ernoon drop-offs. We seek to expand upon studies that focus on 

ublic bus routes by developing a new methodology for school 

uses that operate on shorter, less frequent routes and could si- 

ultaneously provide bidirectional charging. 

Greenblatt et al. consider the grid benefits of all electric vehi- 

les, including school buses, that are predicted to be in operation 

n the MISO region in the year 2039 ( Greenblatt and McCall, 2021 ).

he authors use V2G-Sim to show that bidirectional charging of 

lectric vehicles can flatten the load profile by 62% for the region. 

he authors note that school buses are idle for a large portion of 

he day and therefore are “ideal” for V2G services. 

A study by van Triel et al. analyzes the reduction of curtail- 

ent of excess solar power in California by charging V2G vehicles 

ith the excess power and discharging during periods with low 

r no solar power ( van Triel and Lipman, 2020 ). The authors uti-

ize V2G-Sim to model future charging demand and find that the 

nnual charging demand for the state could reach as high as 6.6 
318 
Wh by 2030. The results show that curtailment can be reduced 

y 65% and that vehicles can provide 50 GWh of storage using V2G 

ervices. According to the authors, the storage capacity of electric 

ehicles would be equivalent to $26 billion. 

V2G-Sim is also utilized by Wang et al. who examine V2G 

evenues in California under deep decarbonization ( Wang and 

raig, 2021 ). The authors use V2G-Sim to maximize net profits by 

eciding whether to sell electricity to the grid by discharging, buy 

lectricity by charging, or sell regulation reserves to the grid. The 

esults show that vehicle owners using V2G services can reduce 

heir annual electric charging costs by $32-$48 per vehicle by sell- 

ng electricity back to the grid during peak times. 

Hanus et al. explore solar photovoltaics as a means of decar- 

onizing educational buildings in the United States ( Hanus et al., 

019 ). The study investigates the potential of solar panels on a 

er-building basis and finds that 75% of electricity needs can be 

et with zero-emission solar power. The associated carbon dioxide 

CO 2 ) emissions reduction is 28% for the education sector although 

he total emissions does not include those from school buses. If 

olar panels were installed on educational buildings, they could be 

art of the electric school bus ecosystem. This would ensure that 

uses are charged with low-carbon electricity. Furthermore, inte- 

rating electric school bus planning as part of the overall building 

lectrification plan could increase overall cost savings and syner- 

istic benefits. Educational buildings also provide useful demon- 

tration sites for interactive learning activities. 

Pimm et al. report the potential peak shaving from small-scale, 

esidential storage in the United Kingdom ( Pimm et al., 2018 ). With 

-kWh batteries per residence to support demand during peak 

ours, 50% of the load at low-voltage substations can be reduced. 

he authors caution that forecasting of the load and control of the 

atteries cause uncertainty in the peak shaving results. 

García-Olivares et al. quantify the potential energy reduc- 

ion from a non-fossil fuel based transportation sector includ- 

ng personal, commercial, and public transport vehicles ( García- 

livares et al., 2018 ). The study finds that a 100% renewable trans- 

ortation system would reduce energy use by 18% with the largest 

ontribution coming from electric road vehicles. While they do not 

onsider all life-cycle energy needed to support and maintain the 

nfrastructure for a new electric transport system, they conclude 

hat electrically powering road vehicles is more efficient than rely- 

ng on fossil fuels. Emissions reductions are not quantified in the 

arcía et al. paper, but can be an assumed consequence of energy 

fficiency. 

Zhang et al. illustrate operational grid benefits based on mod- 

ls of consumer trends in the EV market in the midwestern United 

tates ( Zhang et al., 2020 ). They find that V2G can shave up to 23

W from the region’s peak load based on predictions of EV own- 

rship and driving patterns in the year 2038. Coignard et al. model 

enewable integration opportunities of V1G and V2G implementa- 

ion in California ( Coignard et al., 2018 ). The authors find that cur- 

ailment of excess solar power during the day could be offset by 

ontrolled charging, rendering expensive stationary storage unnec- 

ssary. 

One study investigates the grid and environmental benefits of 

nidirectional controlled charging of non-specific EV. Foley et al. 

imulate grid impacts of EVs in Ireland to demonstrate how off- 

eak charging of vehicles is preferable to on-peak charging based 

n electricity emissions and cost variations throughout the day 

 Foley et al., 2013 ). The emissions benefits are narrow since off- 

eak charging remains reliant on natural gas and coal. How- 

ver, the results show that EV charging affected the generation 

ortfolio by reducing wind curtailment thereby reducing overall 

missions. 

A group of studies have analyzed electrification of vehicle fleets 

n electric load profiles and capacity reductions. However, most 
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Table 1 

Comparison of content of literature review and this paper with the author of the 

reviewed paper, their research focus, the research focus of this paper, and the sig- 

nificance of the current focus. 

Author Focus of Study 

Focus of this 

Study Significance 

Wellik et al. 

( Wellik et al., 

2021 ) 

Transit buses School buses School buses 

are stationary 

more 

often. 

Mohamed 

et al. 

( Mohamed et al., 

2017 ) 

Uncontrolled 

charging 

Controlled 

charging 

Controlled 

charging 

offers grid 

stability. 

Greenblatt 

et al. 

( Greenblatt and 

McCall, 2021 ) 

All EV Only school 

buses 

School buses 

are the ideal 

candidate 

for V2G. 

van Triel 

et al. ( van Triel 

and 

Lipman, 2020 ) 

V2G for solar 

curtailment 

Reduction 

V2G for peak 

shaving 

Solar 

curtailment is 

not currently 

an 

issue for 

many states. 

Wang et al. 

( Wang and 

Craig, 2021 ) 

V2G revenues 

under deep 

decarbonization 

V2G GHG 

emission 

reduction 

potentials for 

school bus fleet 

Despite 

potential 

declining 

revenues for 

V2G with 

increased 

renewable 

penetration, 

operational 

grid benefits 

from less 

variable peak 

demand and 

significant 

GHG emission 

reductions. 

Hanus et al. 

( Hanus et al., 

2019 ) 

Decarbonizing 

educational 

Buildings 

Decarbonizing 

educational 

transportation 

Electric buses 

eliminate 

emissions 

that directly 

impact 

student 

health. 

Pimm et al. 

( Pimm et al., 

2018 ) 

Residential 

storage 

EV bus storage Fewer 

decision 

makers 

control 

more 

resources. 

García- 

Olivares et al. 

( García- 

Olivares et al., 

2018 ) 

Overall energy 

reduction 

from V1G 

Peak energy 

reduction from 

V2G 

Better grid 

stability can 

create 

additional 

avoided 

emissions. 

Zhang et al. 

( Zhang et al., 

2020 ) 

Consumer EV Public EV Fewer 

decision 

makers 

control 

more 

resources. 

Coignard 

et al. 

( Coignard et al., 

2018 ) 

Support for 

renewables 

Support for 

renewables not 

considered 

Future work 

Foley et al. 

( Foley et al., 

2013 ) 

Support for 

renewables 

Support for 

renewables not 

considered 

Future work 
f these studies have focused on aggregated personal vehicles or 

eets that are managed by individuals. Electric school buses re- 

uire fixed schedules to pick-up and drop-off students. This study 

ddresses a knowledge gap by focusing on the timing and execu- 

ion of serving electric school bus routes and their impacts on the 

lectric grid and peak shifting. Vehicle-to-grid services are being 

valuated as part of the revenue stream for utilities and school dis- 

ricts. The paper uses an open-source and rigorous assessment of 

ehicle charging using the V2G-Sim model and historic load pro- 

les to conduct a peak shifting assessment. Moreover, this study 

lls a research need by connecting the active and managed charg- 

ng of electric school buses with an impact on net load and green- 

ouse gas emission reduction potential. Therefore, this study de- 

elops a bidirectional V2G charging model to understand effects on 

rid operations and provides a quantitative basis to evaluate green- 

ouse gas emissions across baseline, status quo electric demand 

nd school bus operations. To our knowledge, prior studies have 

ot optimized bidirectional charging with a peak net load analy- 

is to estimate fleet-wide emission reductions from school buses 

lone. School buses are an important fleet for vehicle electrifica- 

ion as they are owned and operated typically by single entities 

nd retain ownership of thousands of vehicles. The methodology 

eveloped in this study can be applied for school bus integration 

ationally and internationally. 

Load data, electric school bus specifications, and charger speci- 

cations are used to determine optimized shaving of peaks in the 

oad. The methodology applies net load changes with a V2G sim- 

lator, which is a novel way to evaluate electric school bus power 

emand, and builds on previous work based on peak shaving stud- 

es, such as Greenblatt et al. ( Greenblatt and McCall, 2021 ). An- 

ther output of this model is the quantification of the extent to 

hich V2G school buses can reduce peak loads, which would allow 

he state to utilize less natural gas electricity or potentially retire 

eaker plants earlier than planned in addition to providing cleaner 

ransportation services to the public. For more details about how 

his study differs from previous work, see Table 1 . 

. Methods 

.1. Study Overview 

This study develops a model to simulate electric school bus 

harging by modifying Vehicle-to-Grid Simulator (V2G-Sim) to 

aximize total energy shaved during peak demand periods using 

 fleet of coordinated electric school buses. The electrical load data 

or one year are first used to examine whether buses will be con- 

ected to the grid during the hours of highest electrical demand. 

his analysis is accomplished by determining what days and times 

hose hours occur and if those hours coincide with public school 

us routes. In the event that those hours overlap, electric buses 

ould not be considered stationary storage assets that are capable 

f supporting the retirement of a peaker plant since the level of 

eneration capacity is expected to support the highest demand at 

ny given time. During other hours, school buses are considered 

tationary storage assets by the model. After the number of hours 

nd capacity of available storage in the buses is determined, the 

odified version of V2G-Sim is run to determine the daily peak 

having capabilities of the fully-electrified fleet during three repre- 

entative scenarios– a summer day, a winter week day, and winter 

eekend day. These are the three major categories of school bus 

chedule shifts because it represents a day when school is out of 

ession in summer, in-session during winter, and a winter holiday. 

he data output is a spreadsheet which includes the power pro- 

ided by the fleet and the new optimized load profile for the day. 

hese data are used to find the total energy shaved during peak 

eriods, which is considered as a reduction of natural gas use if 
319 
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Fig. 1. Overview of methodology for determining operational grid benefits and CO 2 emissions reductions using V2G-Sim for peak shaving. 
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echarging batteries is powered by low-carbon sources. The output 

preadsheet also provides the unoptimized load profile. A sensitiv- 

ty analysis is conducted to demonstrate how variations in the fleet 

ize, battery capacity, and charger power impact the peak shaving 

esults. Additionally, avoided emissions within the transportation 

ector are calculated by multiplying the fleet size by the emissions 

f diesel buses. 

To complete each simulation, the model follows the sequence 

hown in Fig. 1 . The required inputs are a sample load profile, a

ample one-day vehicle driving itinerary, the bus battery capacity, 

he charger power rating, and the actual fleet size. The ratio of ve- 

icles in the sample itinerary to the actual fleet size is used to 

escale the load profile with a ten-minute resolution, saving com- 

utational time. The load is then optimized under the constraints 

f the battery capacity of the vehicles and power rating of the 

hargers. The initial optimization is then scaled up to represent the 

ctual fleet size at minute resolution to model the higher resolu- 

ion, aggregated grid impacts. The aggregated energy reduction is 

onverted into an emissions reduction by multiplying the shaved 

nergy by an emission factor for the peak load. 

To optimize load profiles using electric school buses with DC 

ast chargers, modifications from previous models are made to al- 

ow for rapid-fast chargers and increase the battery capacity. The 

pecifications of the bus batteries, motors, and chassis are included 

o accurately calculate energy consumption from driving and en- 

rgy delivery from discharging to the grid. DC fast chargers have a 

igher power capacity than other charging profiles previously stud- 

ed. Additionally, a driving itinerary specific to local bus schedules 

s created to dictate when buses are connected to the grid. De- 

ailed information about the creation of the itinerary is found in 

ection 3.3.3 . The code to accommodate Lion Type C electric school 

uses as well as sample itineraries and load data spreadsheets can 

e accessed via the open-access GitHub repository for further use 

ttps://melrenell.github.io/V2G/ . The “README” file explains how 

o install the software on a local hard drive. 
320 
.2. Software 

This section describes the V2G simulation Python tool called 

ehicle-to-Grid Simulator (V2G-Sim) that is utilized to optimize 

eak shaving of load profiles after inputting driving patterns and 

harging needs ( Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 2020 ). 

2G-Sim focuses on individual vehicle charging and this analysis 

ggregates individual vehicle charging behavior across a fleet and 

rofile of many school buses connected to the same grid. The driv- 

ng and charging behavior of individual EVs generates new charg- 

ng profiles in terms of power and energy duration, and estimates 

mpacts of increased electric vehicle deployment ( Lawrence Berke- 

ey National Laboratory 2020 ). The model is scalable to simu- 

ate impacts for any number of vehicles up to 1 million EVs 

 Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 2020 ). The original version 

f V2G-Sim functions with hard-coded specifications for the vehi- 

le and charging infrastructure which are not applicable to fleets 

f larger capacity vehicles. This analysis expands the capability of 

2G-Sim’s vehicle power and energy capacities and inclusion of 

ample school bus itineraries to simulate fleets of electric school 

uses. 

This application based on V2G-Sim uses the load profile, a sam- 

le bus itinerary, the actual fleet size, V2G charger specifications, 

nd bus battery capacity as inputs to demonstrate the additional 

oad resulting from unoptimized charging of the electrified fleet as 

ell as the peak shaving potential resulting from optimized V2G 

harging and discharging. The sample bus itinerary is used to de- 

ermine when the fleet is connected to the chargers and when the 

uses depart for routes. The software assumes that the batteries 

re fully charged at the start of the simulation and uses the sam- 

le bus itinerary to determine the state of charge of the bus at the 

ime it reconnects to the charger based on its battery capacity and 

istance traveled. In this study, a survey of school bus routes was 

onducted to identify and estimate timetables for charging and dis- 

harging, and distances traveled. 

https://melrenell.github.io/V2G/
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Table 2 

Capacity options and associated 

ranges of Lion C school bus. 

Range Capacity 

100 miles/150 km 126 kWh 

125 miles/200 km 168 kWh 

155 miles/250 km 210 kWh 
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The model has two optimization method options: peak shaving 

 Eq. (1) ) and ramp mitigation ( Eq. (2) ). Peak shaving refers to the

inimization of the overall maximum power demand in the daily 

oad profile, where storage is used to absorb as much power to 

educe the peak as possible. Ramp mitigation optimizes by min- 

mizing the rate of change of the load. This method is useful for 

oad profiles that are dynamically affected by excess solar energy 

uring the day because as the sun sets, residential demands rise 

ausing a steep ramp. This situation requires a sufficient amount of 

uick-dispatch electricity to accommodate increasing demand over 

 short time interval. For ramp mitigation, the slope of the ramp, 

ometimes referred to as the ramp rate, is a key metric to reduce 

verall stress on the electric grid. Peak shaving, on the other hand, 

ptimizes by flattening the peak of the daily load by discharging 

2G vehicles and re-charging in the trough which is appropriate 

or the shape of North Carolina’s load profile. Peak shaving, for 

his study, is a different charging algorithm and strategy than ramp 

itigation, and reduces the overall change in power demand for a 

aily load profile. For this reason, the peak shaving optimization is 

sed in this study to minimize daily maximum power demanded 

n the grid. When peak power is supplied by natural gas plants, 

educing natural gas requirements would have the greatest opera- 

ional benefit on the power grid in terms of environmental impact 

eduction, as the peak demand determines the amount of natural 

as combusted rather than the slope of the change in power de- 

and. 

Once these inputs are provided, the software can be run to opti- 

ize the load profile using buses as storage for peak shaving. V2G- 

im uses the Gurobi Optimizer package for the optimization step. 

2G-Sim uses Gurobi’s dual simplex algorithm to solve the con- 

inuous model. Once the user chooses a optimization method, the 

oftware operates under the constraints shown in Eqs. (3) , 4 , and 

. Eq. (3) states that the charging/discharging rate cannot exceed 

he charging/discharging power rating of the charger. Eq. (4) states 

hat the total energy charged from or discharged to the grid over 

ny single time period (peak or valley) is limited by the total bat- 

ery capacity of the fleet and that the maximum power difference 

etween the original and optimized curves cannot exceed the to- 

al power of the chargers. Equation 5 states that the total energy 

harged at the end of the simulation is limited by the maximum 

ower of the chargers. 

Peak shaving minimizes the value 

T 
 

t 

[ 

net load ( t ) + 

V ∑ 

i 

P charge,i ( t ) 

] 2 

(1) 

nd ramp mitigation minimizes the value 

T 
 

t 

[ 

�net load ( t ) + 

V ∑ 

i 

�P charge,i ( t ) 

] 2 

(2) 

here P charge , i ( t ) is the power charged or discharged for vehicle i at

ime t, T is the number of time intervals, and V is the number of

ehicles in the model. The optimization is subject to the following 

onstraints: 

 min,i < P charge,i < P max,i (3) 

 

SO C min,i − SO C init,i ) ∗
E i 
�t 

+ 

T ∑ 

t=1 

C t i ≤
T ∑ 

t=1 

P charge,i ( t ) 

≤ ( SO C max,i − SO C init,i ) ∗
E i 
�t 

+ 

T ∑ 

t=1 

C t i (4) 

SO C f inal,i − SO C init,i 

)
∗ E i 

�t 
+ 

T ∑ 

t=1 

C t i ≤
T ∑ 

t=1 

P charge,i ( t ) (5) 
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here P min , i is the maximum discharge power, P max , i is the maxi- 

um charge power, SOC is the state of charge from 0% to 100%, E i 
s the battery capacity of vehicle i , and C i 

t is the battery consump-

ion of vehicle i at time t . For a full list of the variables, see the

omenclature. 

After the simulation is complete, plots of original, unoptimized, 

nd optimized load profiles are generated and a spreadsheet of the 

ata is compiled. The spreadsheet includes the unoptimized and 

ptimized power provided/consumed by the fleet in one minute 

ntervals and the unoptimized and optimized load profiles for the 

ay. 

.3. Data 

.3.1. Electric Bus Specifications 

School bus specifications were provided by the electric bus 

anufacturer Lion Electric ( Lion Electric 2020 ). Assumptions used 

n this study are based on the Lion Type C school bus because the 

ompany provides the most detailed bus specifications and is re- 

ponsible for delivering the largest electric school bus fleet in the 

.S. ( BusinessWire 2020 ). These specifications include but are not 

imited to battery capacity, range, depth of charge, and price. The 

us is available with 3 range/capacity options as shown in Table 2 . 

he 126-kWh option was chosen as the most suitable option be- 

ause it is the least expensive model and because individual bus 

outes are estimated to remain under 70 km. The nominal con- 

umption rate is calculated by dividing the battery capacity by the 

aximum range of the vehicle. For the selected option, the con- 

umption rate is 0.84 kWh/km. V2G chargers are assigned a 60-kW 

aximum power rating ( Coritech Services. n.d ). 

.3.2. School Bus Itinerary 

For the purposes of developing representative school days un- 

er different operating conditions, a sample itinerary of 25 school 

us driving patterns was created assuming buses traveling between 

:00AM and 9:30AM for morning routes and between 2:00PM 

nd 5:30PM for evening routes. These assumptions are based on 

chool hours in four North Carolina county school districts (On- 

low, Moore, Charlotte-Mecklenburg, and Alexander) with popula- 

ions ranging from 37,500 to 1.11 million ( Onslow County Schools 

020 ; Moore County Schools. School Hours. 2020 ; Charlotte- 

ecklenburg Schools 2020 ; Alexander County Schools 2020 ) and 

verage student ride times between 15 and 50 min ( North Car- 

lina School Bus Safety ). The school bus itinerary with charg- 

ng/discharging schedules and driving distance is included in Sup- 

lementary Materials Spreadsheet 1. The schedules are based off

eal average approximations of travel time and power consumption 

or an electric school bus. Charging infrastructure can be installed 

t the current location of bus fleet parking and total route dis- 

ances are assumed to be unaffected by the transition from diesel 

o electric. The bus parking lots represent a home base and are de- 

igned to maximize fleet management. 

To minimize the number of buses needed in a district, the 

ame fleet of buses services first elementary schools, then mid- 

le schools, and finally high schools for both morning and after- 

oon routes as the start times and end times are often staggered 
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ith high schools and middle schools beginning earlier than ele- 

entary schools, which reflects typical school district operations. 

imes used for the route itinerary neglect extra routes for after- 

chool programs, field trips, and any other trips performed by 

uses since often times these programs are services by separate 

activity buses”. The itinerary is representative of rural and urban 

chool systems in North Carolina as the scheduling of charging 

nd driving likely occurs around the same time. However, counties 

ith a lower population density may experience longer bus routes 

hich would expand the range of drive times. 

.3.3. Load Profile Inputs 

Electric grid load profile inputs for 2006 to 2018 are provided 

n an hourly resolution by Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 

orm 714 ( Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 2020 ). The load 

ata in this analysis are for the state of North Carolina. Data for 

he year 2018 are selected for use in V2G-Sim because they are 

he most recent data available and therefore the best estimation 

f current and future electricity use in the state – and represent 

ctivities pre-COVID-19 virtual school disruptions. 

Load profile data are restructured in two ways: in a time- 

scending order (“load curve”) as seen in Fig. A.10 and in a load- 

escending order (“load duration curve”), represented in Fig. A.11 . 

istorical load duration curves are generated for all years be- 

ween 2006 and 2018 for analysis of trends in the peak annual 

ours. Average load curve data for 2018 are interpolated to minute- 

esolution (see Fig. A.12 ) for optimization in V2G-Sim. 

.4. Load Profile Analysis 

Restructuring the load data in descending order highlights the 

bsolute maximum and minimum load values and the hours per 

ear at near-peak load. Available generation capacity must be able 

o supply the power needed at the absolute maximum load in or- 

er to maintain stability. To evaluate the environmental and oper- 

tional energy benefits of investing in and deploying an entirely 

lectric fleet of school buses in NC, the load duration curve for 

018 is created with and without electric school buses. Using a 

imulated load duration curve, the effect of large-scale electric 

chool bus deployment during peak demand periods can be esti- 

ated. 

Secondly, average single-day load profiles are generated for the 

ummer and winter seasons of 2018. These samples were selected 

ecause they represent days with maximum electrical demand and 

eflect when school buses are in operation or are strictly station- 

ry. An average load over all days of the given season is calculated 

nd interpolated to minute resolution and input to V2G-Sim. For 

he winter cases, buses are active on weekdays and stationary on 

eek- ends. The weekday scenario requires the input of the school 

us itinerary. For the summer case, buses are assumed stationary 

t all times. Maximum power is set to 60 kW per vehicle. Peak 

having is chosen as the optimization type. Modulating the net 

oad is helpful because it can account for different uncontrollable 

cenarios of electric school bus deployment. Then, a counterfactual 

oad profile for North Carolina can be developed for when diesel 

chool buses are utilized, developed from initial baseline condi- 

ions, as there are very few electric school buses in operation in 

orth Carolina. 

For emissions reductions calculations, it is assumed that elec- 

ricity at peak hours is provided by natural gas combustion tur- 

ines and, at non-peak times, electricity comes from zero-emission 

lectricity options since grid stability reduces the need for fast- 

esponding fossil fuels ( Duke Energy 2019 ). The natural gas CO 2 

missions factor of 423.9 kg/MWh in North Carolina is used to de- 

ermine avoided emissions based on US EPA eGrid data ( U.S. Envi- 

onmental Protection Agency 2020 ). Multiplying this emission fac- 
322 
or by the peak electricity displacement yields the emissions that 

ould be eliminated from the electricity sector. This is expressed 

s: 

 F peak ∗
t peak, f 

∫ 
t peak,i 

[
L orig − L opt 

]
= E red (6) 

here EF peak is the emissions factor of the fuel used to produce 

eak electricity, L orig is the original load, L opt is the optimized load, 

 red is the reduced emissions, and the bounds of integration are 

he times when peak shaving begins ( t peak , i ) and ends ( t peak , f ). 

. Results 

.1. Historic Annual Peak Load Analysis 

Fig. 2 shows the top 1% of hours and the top ten hours of 

018 which represent the steepest section of the load duration 

urve. The two curves represent the original load and the load with 

4,0 0 0 V2G-enabled buses discharging with the 60-kW DC fast 

harger. The fast (dis)chargers are capable of supporting a maxi- 

um of 840-MW decrease in the load provided that all buses are 

ully charged and connected to chargers at the peak hours. This 

epresents the capacity and size of a typical large coal-fired ther- 

al power plant or several smaller natural gas combustion tur- 

ines. Under ideal conditions, 840 MW of fossil fuel generation 

apacity could be retired which is the equivalent of up to three 

f North Carolina’s natural gas plants ( U.S. Energy Information Ad- 

inistration 2019 ). 

For 2018, 7 of the top ten electricity demand hours of the year 

ccurred on January 2nd from 6AM to 9AM, January 5th from 6AM 

o 9AM, and January 7th from 8AM to 9AM. Most public schools in 

orth Carolina returned from winter break on January 3rd in 2018, 

o the bus fleet would have been active for three of the top ten 

ours that year ( Semler, 2017 ; Johnson, 2017 ). Fig. 3 shows that 26

ut of 130 of the top hours occurred during the school year, during 

orning route times. Therefore, 20% of the hours of highest energy 

emand may not have been supported by V2G school buses. In or- 

er to achieve a reduction in overall generation capacity, the school 

uses would need to be available for discharging during the peak 

ours. 

In 2014, 2015, and 2018, the majority of the peak annual hours 

ccur in the beginning of the year. For each of these years, the 

ighest demand hours occur on the coldest day of the year impli- 

ating temperature as the cause of peak hours those years. Since 

orth Carolina counties already have systems in place for adjusting 

chool hours for inclement weather, one solution may be to delay 

chool start times on the coldest days of the year. The uncertainty 

f the logistics of this solution would mean that natural gas peaker 

lants would still need to be on standby to support electric heating 

n those days. 

.2. Single-Day Peak Shaving Analysis 

The following section presents the results from the three dif- 

erent single-day cases input to V2G-Sim. The results of this sec- 

ion are represented in three subsections based on electric load 

nput and bus activity: Summer Day, Winter Week Day, and Win- 

er Weekend Day. The summer day and the winter weekend day 

re assumed to have no bus activity because school is not in 

ession. In these scenarios, the bus fleet is available to interact 

ith the grid at all times. The winter week day scenario assumes 

egular bus activity for morning and afternoon routes. The bus 

outes in the scheduling itinerary are discussed in Section 3.3.2 . 

hese three cases represent the categories of school bus operations 

nd itineraries that occupy the majority of school bus operational 

ours. 
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Fig. 2. Top 1% of hours (left) and top ten hours (right) for 2018 with 60-kW chargers available to discharge 14,0 0 0 buses. 

Fig. 3. Top 10 h for each year of data available with color map for time of year the hour occurs. 
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.2.1. Summer Day 

The first result from V2G-Sim is Fig. 4 , a series of plots that

how the power, energy, and ramp constraints plotted over the 

oad interval (24 h). The 60-kW charger and 126-kWh battery 

apacity constraints are scaled by the number of buses in the 

tinerary which in this case is 25. The power demand results plot 

hows the original load and the load optimized for peak shaving to 

roduce the “net load + vehicles” curve. For this plot, the power 

s scaled by a factor of 25/14,0 0 0. Each plot has a time scale of

44 min, the minutes of one day divided by the optimization time 

nterval of 10 min. The load curve is rescaled by 14,0 0 0/25 and

eindexed to 1440 min to create Fig. 5 . For this plot, the ”original”

nd ”unoptimized” curves overlap completely because the buses 

re not in operation and therefore do not need to recharge. The 

ain peak occurs between 3:00PM and 6:30PM. This load is re- 

uced by dispatching the bus batteries to supply electricity to the 

rid, and the buses are recharged during the period of lower de- 

and. The optimization shows a maximum reduction of 840 MW 

or the peak. 
323 
.2.2. Winter Week Day 

Figs. 6 and 7 represent the same process applied to a winter 

eekday. For this scenario, the bus itinerary for an average week- 

ay is added to the model. This scenario has three possible scenar- 

os: no electric buses (”original”), electric buses with no controlled 

harging and no V2G capability (”unoptimized”), and V2G electric 

uses that undergo controlled charging (”optimized”). For the op- 

imized curve, the first minor peak is shaved, causing the buses to 

echarge during the first trough. The first major peak is not shaved 

ecause the buses are active until the end of the peak. The second 

ajor peak is shaved, causing the buses to recharge before the end 

f the day in order to preserve the initial state of charge. 

.2.3. Winter Weekend Day 

Fig. 8 represents an average winter weekend day. For this sce- 

ario, the same average winter day load was input with no bus 

tinerary therefore the ”original” and ”unoptimized” curves overlap 

ompletely. Like the summer scenario, all peaks are shaved, and 

echarging occurs during periods of lower demand. This figure il- 
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Fig. 4. Summer day plots. The x-axis of each plot has a time scale of 144 min, the minutes of one day divided by the optimization time interval of 10 min. (First) Power 

constraints. Buses are connected at all times because they are not active over an average summer day. 1.5 MW of power is available to charge (pmax) or discharge (pmin). 

The “power” curve is the optimized power distribution for peak shaving. (Second) Energy constraints. Each bus has 126 kWh of battery capacity. The cumulative power is 

also plotted with the final energy balance (efinal). (Third) Ramp constraints with the original ramp and the optimized ramp. (Fourth) Original load and optimized load. 

Fig. 5. Summer day load. The original net load (blue and purple) and the net load with 14,0 0 0 V2G school buses (orange). The original and unoptimized net load completely 

overlap because there is no bus activity and therefore no charging occurs to add to the original load. The ”optimized” curve shows that the first peak is shaved causing the 

buses to recharge during the first trough. The main peak is shaved causing the buses to recharge before the end of the day to ensure that the final state of charge matches 

the initial state of charge. 

Fig. 6. Winter week day plots. Each plot has a time scale of 144 min, the minutes of one day divided by the optimization time interval of 10 min. (First) Power constraints. 

A maximum 1.5 MW (60 kW times 25 sample buses) of power is available to charge (pmax) or discharge (pmin). The “power” curve is the optimized power distribution for 

peak shaving. (Second) Energy constraints. Each bus has 126 kWh of battery capacity. The cumulative power is also plotted with the final energy balance (efinal). (Third) 

Ramp constraints with the original ramp and the optimized ramp. (Fourth) Original load and optimized load. 
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ustrates the additional step of finding the power that preserves 

he daily energy use while providing the ideal, flat load profile. The 

ellow regions represent the storage provided by 14,0 0 0 buses and 

he green regions represent the additional storage need to achieve 

he flat load profile. For the original output, see Fig. A.13 . 
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.2.4. Comparison 

Table 3 shows the energy shifted during peak shaving for each 

cenario. The best scenario for energy reduction is the winter 

eekend when 2,664 MWh of electricity can be shaved. Compared 

o the average daily electricity use of a single North Carolina res- 
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Fig. 7. Winter week day load. The original load (blue), the unoptimized load with 14,0 0 0 non-V2G electric buses charging with no control system upon return from driving 

activity (purple), and the optimized load with 14,0 0 0 V2G school buses (orange). The first peak is shaved causing the buses to recharge during the first trough. The main 

peak experiences shaving only at 9:00AM when buses return to charging stations. The buses reach a minimum state of charge at 11:20AM and begin recharging so that the 

second cycle of driving activity can begin at 2:00PM. The secondary peak is shaved causing the buses to recharge before the end of the day to ensure that the final state of 

charge matches the initial state of charge. 

Fig. 8. Winter weekend day load. The original net load (blue and purple) and the net load with 14,0 0 0 V2G school buses (orange). The original and unoptimized net load 

are the same because there is no bus activity. The orange filled area represents the storage dispatched by buses during peak shaving. The green filled area represents the 

remaining storage needed to achieve a flat load profile. 

325 
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Table 3 

Energy shifted from peak shaving for the three scenarios that were modeled, the energy storage needed for a 

completely flat daily load profile, and the percent of the storage needed attained by the optimization. 

Scenario Energy Shifted [MWh] Storage Needed for Flat Load [MWh] Percent Attained 

Summer Day 2,487 28,260 8.8% 

Winter Week Day 1,654 8,616 19.2% 

Winter Weekend Day 2,664 8,616 30.9% 
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dence ( U.S Energy Information Administration ), the peak energy 

eduction is equivalent to 75,0 0 0 homes. The table also shows 

nergy storage needed for a flat load profile and the percent of 

eeded storage that buses could contribute. For a visual represen- 

ation of the storage needed for a flat load profile, see Fig. 8 . 

.2.5. Sensitivity Analysis 

The winter weekend scenario resulted in the greatest value of 

eak shaving which suggests that the load profile of this day is 

he most sensitive to the input parameters. Therefore, a sensitivity 

nalysis was conducted using the winter weekend scenario while 

arying the fleet size, the bus battery capacity, and the charger 

ower, raising and lowering each by 50%. Under the conditions set 

or the six scenarios, charger power is the limiting factor when 

omparing the decreased parameters whereas the fleet size and 

he battery capacity of the buses are the limiting factor when com- 

aring the increased parameters. This sensitivity occurs because 

he fleet size and the total battery capacity are directly propor- 

ional to the maximum energy available for any single period (peak 

r valley) as described in Eq. (4) while the total power at any 

iven time is limited by the 14,0 0 0 60-kW chargers as described 

n Eq. (3) . However, increasing the battery capacity beyond 50% 

n the model results in peak shaving that no longer flattens the 

oad profile. Optimally flattening peaks with 210-kWh buses only 

equires an 11% increase in power even though the battery capac- 

ty is 67% larger. This suggests increasing the charger power could 

e a strong area for further research and development as faster 

nd more powerful chargers could more easily flatten peaks rather 

han increasing battery energy capacities. 

.3. Greenhouse Gas emissions 

Assuming that peak load is provided by natural gas with a CO 2 

mission factor of 424 kg/MWh, the CO 2 emissions are calculated 
ig. 9. CO 2 emissions reductions on a summer day and a winter weekend day when the

inter week day when the buses are active, and on a winter week day if uncontrolled, u

326 
y taking the difference between the two curves at the peaks. The 

24 kg/MWh emission factor multiplied by the peak electricity dis- 

lacement yields the emissions that could be eliminated from the 

lectricity sector. The avoided emissions results are 1,054 t of CO 2 

er summer day, 1,129 t per winter weekend day, and 701 t per 

inter weekday if the recharging load is powered by a low-carbon 

ource. Therefore, V2G electric school buses can at most reduce 

.36% of North Carolina’s 317,0 0 0 daily metric tons of CO 2 emis- 

ions ( https://www.eia.gov/environment/emissions/state/ ). 

The daily CO 2 emissions saved from replacing diesel buses with 

lectric ones is determined using Eq. (7) where EF diesel is 22.4 

ounds of CO 2 emitted per gallon of diesel ( EIA 2016 ), FE diesel is

.2 miles per gallon fuel economy for a diesel bus ( DOE. n.d ), and

 is a distance traveled of 12,0 0 0 miles per 180-day school year 

 DOE. n.d ). The CO 2 emissions saved from replacing diesel buses 

ith electric ones is 0.11 t of CO 2 per bus per school day. If all

4,0 0 0 buses are replaced, emissions savings would be up to 1,530 

 of CO 2 per day. 

E F diesel 

F E diesel 

∗ d 

180 

= E red (7) 

Charging 14,0 0 0 electric buses would result in an additional 

,234 MWh per school day. Uncontrolled charging would create 

eaks similar to the “unoptimized” curve in Fig. 7 . These peaks 

ould likely be supplied by natural gas peaker plants resulting in 

23 t of additional CO 2 emissions per day. This offsets the reduc- 

ion from replacing diesel with electric by 34.2%. 

Comparing all of the results shows that the winter season can 

ave a higher impact on emissions due to the avoided emissions 

rom operating non-diesel buses even though the peak shaving op- 

ortunity is reduced due to bus activity on winter weekday morn- 

ngs ( Fig. 9 ). The winter weekday scenario generates a total CO 2 

mission reduction of 146% from the baseline scenario of operating 

iesel buses. Uncontrolled, unidirectional charging of electric buses 

n school days creates an emissions reduction in the transportation 
 buses are stationary all day (no transportation-related emissions reductions), on a 

nidirectional charging occurs. 
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ector (1,530 t/day) which compensates for the additional emis- 

ions created from the electric grid (523 t/day) which yields a net 

missions reduction of 1,007 t of CO 2 per day, less than each of the

ther scenarios. The error bars in the figure are generated from the 

atural gas emission factor of 424 ± 11 kg/MWh for the electricity 

ars and from the fuel economy of 6.2 ± 2 miles per gallon for the 

ransportation bar. 

. Discussion 

This study develops a new methodology for modeling the best- 

ase scenario of peak shaving with V2G school buses and deter- 

ining the consequent CO 2 emissions reductions. The model as- 

umes 100% efficiency of the bus-grid connection and 100% bus- 

rid connectivity outside of the morning and afternoon routes of 

n average school day. Due to uncertainty of when and where con- 

umer electric vehicle charging will occur as the market grows, no 

hanges in the load profile due to future private vehicle electrifica- 

ion are considered. This would not necessarily affect the results, in 

hat peak demand periods would likely still occur during evenings, 

ut wider availability of public chargers could allow for different 

ypes of charging patterns in the future. Emissions calculations as- 

ume shaved peaks are powered by natural gas and filled troughs 

re powered by low-carbon electricity sources. This methodology is 

sed to explore the effects of controlled versus uncontrolled charg- 

ng. 

A fleet of 14,0 0 0 V2G school buses connected to the grid 

ith 60-kW DC fast chargers can at most provide 840 MW of 

ower to the state’s grid. Assuming 17.5–21.8% discharging losses 

 Apostolaki-Iosifidoua et al., 2017 ) and 5% transmission losses 

 U.S. Energy Information Administration 2019 ), buses could provide 

26–658 MW of power to the grid. However, peak annual hours 

ay be trending towards early winter mornings when buses are 

navailable to the grid as seen in Fig. 3 . If this trend continues,

uses will not be a reliable resource during peak annual hours and 

annot contribute to overall capacity reduction. Ensuring buses are 

onnected to the grid during the hours of highest demand would 

equire shifting of school and bus schedules, at least on days of 

bnormally low temperatures. 

Buses can have the greatest impact on peak shaving on summer 

ays and on winter weekend days, with shavings of 2,487 MWh 

nd 2,664 MWh respectively, because the buses are stationary and 

onnected to the grid for the entirety of these days. On an average 

inter weekday, buses would only be connected to the grid dur- 

ng the smaller evening peak, resulting in 1,654 MWh of shaving. 

voided CO 2 emissions are between 700 and 1,130 t if the recharg- 

ng load is powered by a low-carbon source. Without controlled 

harging, recharging peaks would likely be supplied by natural gas 

eaker plants causing an additional 523 t of CO 2 emissions per 

chool day. 

On a winter weekend day when the buses are most likely to 

e connected to the grid, peak shaving can eliminate up to 0.36% 

f emissions if (1) there are no losses due to inefficiencies, (2) 

chool bus battery storage is replacing natural gas, and (3) recharg- 

ng is powered by low-carbon sources. An estimated equivalent 

f 50,0 0 0 buses would be required to completely flatten the av- 

rage winter day load profile or 170,0 0 0 buses for the average 

ummer day load profile. Therefore, electrifying and installing V2G 

hargers for North Carolina’s 14,0 0 0 buses would provide 8–31% 

f overall storage needed to eliminate peaker plants. These find- 

ngs are evidence that V2G on its own is not the solution to emis-

ions reductions but can be significant part of the grid stability 

olution. 

Emissions reductions from a V2G school bus system would 

nly constitute a fraction of a percent of total carbon emissions 

et the reduction is significant compared to other vehicle types 
327 
hat are more active and therefore connected to the grid less of- 

en. Wellik et al. modeled peak shaving with public transit buses 

hich have route schedules that conflict with the peak demand 

eriod. As a result, the authors found that emissions could be re- 

uced by only 5% by switching from diesel buses to V2G electric 

uses. V2G school buses, however, can provide up to a 146% re- 

uction in emissions compared to operating diesel buses. Other 

actors such as the energy mix and optimization parameters con- 

ribute to this difference, but the primary difference is the bus 

chedule. 

Additional avoided emissions from electricity production will be 

chieved as the energy mix incorporates a growing percentage of 

enewables. However, intermittent renewables require storage for 

tability, and buses can decrease the capacity needed to stabilize 

 renewable-heavy energy mix. A fully electrified U.S. school bus 

eet is 84 GWh of battery capacity which is equivalent to the daily 

lectricity production of three natural gas power plants ( U.S. En- 

rgy Information Administration 2019 ). This capacity is underuti- 

ized without V2G, especially during the summer months and on 

eekends. 

Reducing peak capacity on a large-scale might require fur- 

her integration of other electricity technologies such as spec- 

fied storage, demand-response integration, or personal vehicle 

lectrification which could further augment the capacity credit 

eduction capability of different V2G schemes. New policy de- 

igns are also needed to consider how schools and utilities could 

utually benefit from a V2G school bus electrification invest- 

ent. On a statewide-scale based on 2018 data, V2G demon- 

trates some benefits. However, if North Carolina were to dou- 

le or triple wind and solar penetration on the grid, there could 

e a greater need to mitigate extreme peaks in electricity de- 

and and other swings from a grid operations scale that might 

equire coordination across different producers and consumers of 

lectricity. 

. Conclusion 

Electric school buses can have a positive impact on passengers’ 

ealth and environmental health, and therefore are a good op- 

ion for replacing traditional diesel buses if budgets allow. Some 

tates have already begun transitioning to electric buses, and the 

urrent administration has expressed support by setting a goal 

or replacing all buses by 2030. However, replacing the entire 

eet with EV buses will create new challenges for the electrical 

oad. The set schedule of bus routes will cause a set schedule 

f additional electrical load if charging is uncontrolled which re- 

ults in sharp peaks immediately after buses dock. These peaks 

an be avoided with V1G or V2G charging. Our methodology can 

e applied to other states’ bus fleets and load profiles to deter- 

ine the potential benefits of investing in bidirectional charging 

nfrastructure. 

The additional benefit of V2G charging is peak shaving which 

an mean reduced CO 2 emissions if fossil fuel plants are utilized 

ess. Emissions from charging should be considered when calcu- 

ating emissions reductions from the vehicle itself. For the great- 

st impact, charging must be powered by low-carbon electricity 

ources. The emissions reductions resulting from this methodol- 

gy are minimal and assume that natural gas peaker plants are 

eplaced by some zero-carbon alternative. However, future work 

ould apply this methodology to determine a realistic model of 

upport for intermittent renewables with school buses as station- 

ry storage. 

Maximum operational grid and environmental benefits of a 

ully electrified fleet can only be achieved with bidirectional charg- 

ng infrastructure which requires coordination between utilities 

nd school districts. Elements of new infrastructure include pur- 
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hase agreements for the buses, software for managing communi- 

ation between the buses and the grid, and bus route schedules. 

ther fleet and consumer vehicles can provide additional support 

o the grid as gasoline and diesel vehicles are replaced with EVs, 

ut school buses remain the simplest case for launching V2G on a 

arge scale. 

A useful extension of this study can include an analysis of 

ow low-carbon resources, especially variable renewables, affect 

ehicle-to-grid integration. This study uses the storage capacity of 

lectric school buses to flatten the peak yet the ability to recharge 

ith renewables remains unexplored. Using renewables for charg- 

ng is critical to reducing emissions beyond the replacement of 

he diesel buses. Expanding V2G-Sim to evaluate larger fleets of 

ransit vehicles and electric grid interactions would be useful un- 

er the context of time-of-use electricity pricing, arbitrage oppor- 

unities, and other vehicle storage applications beyond peak shav- 

ng. It would be interesting to understand whether school districts 

ould increase revenues by implementing V2G under time-of-use 

s. block rate electricity pricing, in addition to potential green- 

ouse gas emission reduction savings. From an emission reduction 

erspective, it would be useful to investigate the environmental 

nd energetic benefits of avoided idling from diesel school buses, 

articularly during passenger pick-up times. 

Fig. A.10. Electrical load for the state

Fig. A.11. Electrical load for the state 
328 
rth Carolina in 2018, time-ascending. 
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Fig. A.12. Average summer day load (left) and average winter day load (right) for NC, 2018. 

Fig. A.13. Winter weekend day load. The original net load (blue and purple) and the net load with 14,0 0 0 V2G school buses (orange). The original and unoptimized net load 

are the same because there is no bus activity. Each peak is shaved and followed by recharging during periods of lower demand. 
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